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MCSC Micros and Scooters in formation at the end of their
‘Lap’ at the Eastern Creek Motorsport Track
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Shannons Sydney (Eastern Creek) Classic Aug 2018

Above...A Small section of the cars on display, with some on their way to/from the
assembly point for their timeslot to lap the track
Below….Members of a folk dance group wishing good luck to the two Goggos that
were to travel to Perth, then drive to Gosford celebrating Goggo’s 60th birthday.
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Shannons Sydney (Eastern Creek) Classic Aug 2018
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Member’s story …. the two W’s Julie Wall & Mark Wilson.
Funny how it all began, Julie and Mark decided, back in the mid 1990’s,
when both were living with their respective parents, to join Julie’s Dad Keith and her
brother Allen at a Micro ‘do’ on the Georges river. They were suitably impressed,
and went away to consider how they ( well Julie anyway) could get involved.
I guess they got lucky, when up popped a 1966 Fiat Bambino 500F in rough
but complete and running condition ( but unregistered ), and for only $800. The first
dad ( Keith Wall ) heard about his daughter’s purchase was when it arrived on the
back of a tow truck, with a request to help
get it legally and safely on the road.
Keith’s horror soon turned to determination that it was not beyond help !
I suspect that Keith, with a little help
from Allen, plus a little encouragement
from Julie, soon had it checked out,
fixed up and some ‘new’ white paint,
then onto the good old club plates,
where it has been to this day, attending
events whenever they could. The pink
paint from the Plimsoll line down came a
little later, and meant it could be mistaken
for no other 500F. In the ensuing years,
no major calamity impacted the Bambino, just the normal ‘things’, but with Allen
and Keith close at hand, (well only 100klms away), solutions happened pretty
quickly. As a reward, it has been promised a brand new paint job. Just have to find
the right panel beater.
In parallel with
enjoying the Fiat, firstly
Julie picked up a Ducati
620cc, then Mark matched
it with a Ducati 803cc.
He followed with Ducati
No 2 ( a 998cc ) and not
to be outdone, Julie also
moved to double her
Ducati population with
a 998cc model as well.
They enjoy riding together
in the areas around their
home on the NSW Central
Coast. To add a bit of variety they also ride together on their Lambrettas, Julie on her
1965 Li 150 and Mark on the 1974 GP200. None of these 6 wheelers is new, but they
look like they have just left the showroom. Well they haven’t really left ….pto
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Member’s story …. the two W’s Julie Wall & Mark Wilson.
….the showroom, as they all live happily in a custom built showroom , insulated and
lined, with lots of light and full length sliding and tinted glass doors. Oil drops are
banned, but I don’t think it is air conditioned. After reading this maybe it will be.
This construction is in addition to the triple garage for daily drivers and the Fiat at the
front of the house. Around and on the walls are a good range of posters and
memorabilia, to help set the mood. Both Julie and Mark acknowledged their reliance
on their two mobile mechanics, father Keith, and brother Allen in keeping their
machines in tip top condition. We should all have family like that, as knowledgeable
people in the understanding and diagnosing of faults, sourcing suitable parts, and
then making the problem go away are few and far between. John R.
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60th Birthday …. Go Go Goggo …….Perth to Gosford
Below is the article published in the Portland ( Vic ) Observer newspaper on Sept
21st. Unfortunately the copy is a little blurred meaning you cannot easily read it, so
the text is rewritten below. John R

SIXTY years old and still turning plenty of heads – that’s the case for an iconic
vehicle that made its way to Portland on Tuesday. Two Goggomobil cars were in
town as part of a trans-Australia trek to celebrate the 60th anniversary of the
compact little vehicle’s Australian production. The Goggomobil originated in
Germany in 1955, with a fibreglass version, the Dart, first designed and produced
by Sydneysider Bill Buckle in 1958. Mr Buckle’s company produced 700 of the
vehicles – with 300cc and 400cc motors – over the next three years, but they still
retain a cult following. A birthday celebration is held every 10 years and this year
two couples are driving from Perth to near Sydney on a month-long trek to
celebrate the vehicle. Fittingly one of the couples is Australian and the other
German. Robert and Cathy Billiards, who live in the Blue Mountains near Sydney,
have been lifelong Goggomobil fans, and have owned the white Goggomobil Dart
pictured for about 30 years. “My first car was a Goggomobil 50 years ago,” Mrs
Billiards said. “I’ve always wanted to drive around Australia in one. I thought this
was the chance.” Mr Billiards and his brother-in-law John Douglas (who is also
driving on the journey) rebuilt the other Goggomobil, a German-made Coupe, and
driving it across the nation are Bernhard and Sabine Bergmann from Berlin.
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Go go Goggo all the way to Portland
CHALPAT SONTI OF THE PORTLAND OBSERVER

It was offered to them for the trip by Mr Buckle himself, still going strong at
92. The Bergmanns have already been around Australia in a Goggomobil. “The first
time we came here was in 1998 for the 40th birthday for the Dart,” Mrs Bergmann
said. “After that we said we must come back and it would be good to have a longer
trip with the Goggomobil. We drove around the country in 2002.”
Both couples had a largely incident-free trip by the time they stopped at the
Powerhouse Motor and Car Museum on Tuesday – save for a couple of things. The
Dart is not waterproof and in WA they had to drill holes in the floor of the car to let
the water out. Also out west they had a major breakdown when one of the wheels
disconnected from the drive shaft, from which they were rescued by two farm
machinery mechanics.
“They lent us their workshop and their expertise to manufacture a few bits
and pieces,” Mrs Billiards said. And then there was the time they needed to replace
the spark plugs, which came out of an old concrete mixer, and leaving them
wondering where they might find replacements on the south coast of WA. “This place
in Esperance had brand new ones on the shelf,” he said. “Other than that it’s been
fine.”
The vehicles average about 80 km/hr, travelling 300-350 km a day, and the
fuel tanks have a range of about 200km. Across the Nullarbor the support vehicles
have carried some spare petrol. But the two couples are confident they are achieving
their aim.
“We’re getting a lot of people interested who also remember these cars,” Mrs
Billiards said. “Most people don’t believe we’re driving a Goggomobil all this way.
We will have driven 6,500km from Perth, encountered 50-60 km/hr winds, absolute
torrential rain and a couple of dirt roads.
“It’s an epic journey and it will never happen again when you’ve got the
manufacturer and owner of the car still alive. “He (Mr Buckle) has been supporting
us all the way and is very appreciative of what we’re doing.” Or as Mr Billiards put
it: “He says we’re mad”.
Insane or not, the journey is scheduled to come to an end at the NSW Central
Coast town of Gosford on September 27.
The photo shows Cathy and Robert Billiards and Sabine and Bernhard
Bergmann at the Powerhouse Motor and Car Museum on Tuesday with the
Goggomobils in which they are making their way across Australia. At left is a
Goggomobil Coupe and on the right is an Australian-made Goggomobil Dart.
Picture: ELLY HATELEY 180918eh04
MCSC Member and President of the Portland car club, Bill Sandeman,
arranged for the paper to meet the Goggos, then sent the article to us.
Permission to reprint was then given by the Portland Observer editor. John R
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60th Birthday …. Go Go Goggo …….Perth to Gosford

Article in the Milton/Ulladulla Times newspaper week of Oct 3rd
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60th Birthday …. Go Go Goggo …….Perth to Gosford
Goggomobils Galore Gathering (at Gosford)

Source is ( central ) Coast Community News, dated September 27th 2018
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60th Birthday …. Go Go Goggo …….Perth to Gosford
Taken at Pie in the Sky at Berowra, after coffee and cake or
pie, the marathon pair in the middle with Bob Billiards ( Carry
All ), Don Mould ( Dart ) , Graham Sims ( Topolino ) and John
Renshaw ( Prinz ) accompanying the white Dart and red Coupe to
the finish line at Gosford, on schedule, and maybe on budget...was
there one ?

Some of the 60th birthday Goggos doing a tour of Woy Woy
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Lugarno Spring Fair, September 16th…..Fred Diwell
By now most of you know I live a fair distance from Windsor out along the
Putty Road so any drive out for an event means an early start to cover the distances
in time. My first stop generally twenty-five minutes later is for petrol at the nearest
BP servo, where quite often photos of the Schmitt are taken. This time no exception.
From there on this wasn’t to be one of the best runs I have ever had, catching almost
just about every red light along the Windsor Road to Parramatta. There QuononBosatsu -the patron saint of Red Lights- must have retired for morning tea or smoko
getting through two and a half orange lights is succession, from then on quite an
enjoyable run via Bankstown through to Lugarno, the last 10kmm in record time,
taking two-half hours from door to gate!
Arrived some 20 minutes before admission closing time, was ushered
through the rows of Vintage, Muscle, American show and display cars to be given
pride of place in front of the official’s tent. This enabled me to wander off knowing
the car would be well guarded. As normal, for me, purchases of home-made jams
and local honey were made. Sampling of cheeses spices and oils were enjoyed
followed by a free “Back Assessment” by a local chiropractor. He told me nothing
new about my back condition.
Most of the day was spent talking/telling “yes I did drive there 94km” Yes, it
is registered, how long I’ve had it etc. One time getting approached by a local who
told me ‘in his youth’ his neighbour had a Messerschmitt and that he had been driven
around in it. After some discussion as to the street and owners name etc. it came to
light mine is the same car, unfortunately he had no photos of it or the owners of that
time.
More walking around taking photos of the Town Crier, food stalls etc before
attended the prize presentation this was done by People Choice. I feel that was
rigged? those that got presentations were from groups who had enough numbers to
vote their best mates’ vehicle! I hope I’m wrong……
Leaving just before 3pm
realise I forgot to take photos of the
rows of display cars (sorry) that must
have numbered around 500. The
event next year will be at a different
venue, to be advised, as council will
be improving the grounds / drainage.
Another two-half hour uneventful
drive home taking in the late
afternoon sunshine. A good event to
be enjoyed by all members, put it in
your diary for 2019. Fred.
See over for Quonon-Bosatsu story Photo Messerschmitt.…open for business.
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Lugarno Spring Fair, September 16th.
Below, some of the crowds at Lugarno

Traffic Lights
Three-eyed blind bat hanging from a wire. Or perhaps there: perched
atop a pole, lights moving from top to bottom–green yellow red green yellow
red–in its unvarying sequence. Two hundred years ago, it would have been a
wonder, something on display at the Great Exhibition of 1851, gawked at by
Victorians. Today it’s seen but unconsidered, passed under a dozen times a
day by most of us, influencing how we move, shaping our cities, warping how
we travel, and occasionally, inadvertently, helping to kill us.
Consider the traffic light. Is there anything lonelier than a solitary
traffic light blinking to an empty road? It’s an establishing shot that screams:
desolation. It plays on our fear that the mechanical world doesn’t care about
us, and will exist long after we’re gone. The traffic light doesn’t need people.
And yet. And yet.! Here’s the thing: traffic lights don’t really do
anything. They don’t–can’t–physically stop you. They don’t engage a barrier
to prevent cars from going through the intersection, and lower that barrier
when it’s time to drive. They won’t stop you from ploughing into a hapless
pedestrian at the intersection. No, they’re only a mechanical prop, a signifier
of a social contract we’ve agreed to (and have written into law). They are a
means of behaviour change, and we (mostly) obey.
“Quonon-Bosatsu”
Fred Diwell..
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All German Car Show Melbourne Aug 26th
In over 30 years, this is only the second time the Scary Canary has been
spoilt with a lift to an event. It enjoyed the ride, this time with compliments of Rudi
Annus’ micro trailer. An MCSC member, Rudi runs an unusual B & B at Palm
Beach details of which can be seen at ……. http://www.palmbeachbandb.com.au

Photo above is our lunch stop, and confirmation the car was still firmly tied down.
We arrived at dusk at our accommodation in Melbourne, which was chosen
as there was guaranteed parking for both the tow car and trailer at the door, but this
proved wrong, and we took over the next door’s parking spot as well, so we could
stay hooked up ( with their agreement ) rather than leave the trailer about 500 metres
away. management presented us with a packet of Tim Tams for their confusion.
Next morning , as we were preparing to leave, I spoke with a man who was
looking closely at the Prinz. He told me that he was involved with the restoration of
the same model NSU in Coffs Harbour, and was amazed to see another. Travel
down the Sydney Rd was a mistake, being constantly held up with trams stopping,
but arrived just before the ‘gates were closed’ and found plenty of room to park the
trailer and unload at the magnificent College for the Deaf off St Kilda Rd, South of
the Melbourne CBD. This 4 story building was built in 1860 and has housed the
college to this day, even holding on to the spacious and well kept grounds, despite
the obvious high value real estate they sit on.
There were several hundred Mercs, Beamers, Veedubs, Porsches, Audis,
even a few German Ford Capris spread around the lawns and garden, with a few rare
marques arranged around a circular lawn area that surrounded a water fountain.
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All German Car Show Melbourne Aug 26th
A place had been saved for the Prinz at the front of the fountain area, with
other rare marques, including Peter Thorogood’s very rare and very immaculate NSU
Spider, ( photo on previous page) which features an early version of Rotary engine,
and which won the President’s award here in 2017. Also there was John
Brooksmith’s Messerschmitt, which took out the Rare Marque trophy also in 2017. I
was guided to back into my parking place by someone who did not realise what had
happened when I stalled. He wondered why I got out, screwdriver in hand and started
digging the lawn out of my twin exhaust pipes. A bit embarrassing for both of us. In
true golfing style, I did my best to replace the divots before parking from a different
direction
The Car Show was very professionally run by Julien Langlet from the VW
Club and ably supported by Chris. Everything went according to plan, even the
weather was upgraded from the forecast, to make it a very pleasant day. John
Brooksmith again won the rare marques people’s choice award, and the Prinz
managed to bring the President’s trophy back to Sydney. ( see photos on next page),
top photo of the trophy winners, bottom left, Chris on the left, with Julien presenting
the President’s award to John. Bottom Right is the President’s very attractive trophy.
It took quite a while to wander through the lines of every type and model
representing the major car clubs, plus the one offs, and unlike the Canberra version,
one car club controlled the whole event. You will read later how the Canberra All
German Car Show appeared to be 4 different events, which just happened to share the
same venue ….. perhaps I am being a little unkind to Canberra. A bonus would have
been a tour of the College, which must have a heritage listing, at least the externals.
Now the fun begins, locals agreed the best way out of south Melbourne
heading for Sydney, was 300 meters then turn left into Punt Road and onwards. The
300 meters went fine, but Punt road became gridlocked almost immediately, taking us
1 hour 10 minutes to travel 3 klms, and with a trailer , not much fun. Just so happened
that there was an AFL game on and this was the Richmond fans favourite road to
drive on and walk on. After reaching Hoddle st and left into Victoria, we got lost
looking for the ring road, but eventually escaped Melbourne and stayed the night in
Wangaratta. Easy run from there to Sydney. John R
Below, a couple of Gull Wing Mercedes , many years apart, but both looking great !

3
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All German Car Show Melbourne Aug 26th
Below, John Renshaw ( NSU Prinz) with President’s choice award and John
Brooksmith ( Messerschmitt KR200 ) with Rare Marques People’s choice award

Julien ( & Chris on the left) presenting John with the president’s choice award
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Canberra All German
Car Show Sept 27th
It was an early start in Sydney
to drive the ‘Prinz’ and get to Canberra
as close to 9.00 am as practical. The
forecast was uncertain, and with no
heater, no aircon, no radio, with usual
noise and vibration, the 600 klm round
trip is always a bit of a challenge, but
not quite as much as the Billiards Perth
to Gosford 60th Anniversary ‘run’ of
over 6,000 klms. ( see article herein )
Topped up fuel at Goulburn,
( $18.71 ), after two obligatory stops to
open the engine compartment and stare
at what is inside there, hoping that if
there was a problem, it would tell me
what I should do. With engine oil and
brake fluid levels looking good, it was
push on to the German show.
With the drought affecting
Canberra as well as the rest of NSW
( and of course much of Qld and some
of Victoria), the last few hundred
meters into the Piallago estate, was
almost like driving through a dust storm
The several hundred German
cars were already in their 4 categories
Mercedes, Porsche. BMW, and VW,
and search as I might, the Rare Marques
group was nowhere to be seen.
Eventually, as I was obviously a lost
soul, a VW organiser approached me
and suggested I should park with the
Googo Dart next to the Shannons tent,
which I had avoided as I figured it was
part of the Shannons promotion. But, no
it was a private entrant, Michael and
Pauline Carnovale, who were happy to
share their space. See centre photo., and
to the right, Bill Guthrie and Katie with their Lambretta (not German ) outfit.
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Canberra All German Car Show at Piallago Sept 27th
Top photo on previous page shows John ( on the right) meeting ( on the left), Pat
Marshall-Cormack, who was one of the original 4 Messerschmitt owners who started the
Messerschmitt Owners club, which due to the small number of Messerschmitts soon became
the Micro Car Club. Some Micro car owners also owned motor scooters, and at that time
there was a need for Scooters to also have a ‘home’ so we were now the Micro Car and
Scooter Club Inc, and have been so for many years.
It was good for current president John to hear some of the history and characters
who were around in those days, days when the Micros were not really the historic vehicles
that they are today.
We are of course fortunate to still have one of the original 4 founders in Fred Diwell,
who is very active, and a custodian of knowledge in all things micro and scooter. Fred is also
one of the very rare breed of human who understands how most micros and scooters work
and how to fix them. He has had many years of experience doing just that, and has over those
years collected an abundance of vehicles and
parts. Fortunately his abode sits on acreage,
so plenty of room, to satisfy his obvious love
of the preservation of Micros and scooters.
On the right is Tony Nassar’s Isetta
which also went on to Motorclassica where
it was judged the best enclosed vehicle.
The trip home was of interest in
that as we merged ( Federal Hwy) with the
Hume just south of Goulburn, ducking in
behind a large semi, he braked and slowed
down very quickly for no apparent reason.
I could not see that the cause was a Hwy
Patrol pulling over a speeding motorist, and
the new 40k/h rules were being followed. John R
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Sydney German Autofest Gough Whitlam Park Tempe
Weather was a little uncertain, but the Eastern suburbs rain had cleared
before we arrived, and the ground was damp but not muddy. The organisers were
preparing themselves earlier in the week to cancel or reschedule if necessary. Gough
Whitlam park on the Cooks river where the Wolli creek joins in, is a good venue, as
there is a large area of grass ( and trees) next to the oval and playgrounds including a
good kiosk selling what you might need to eat or drink, and necessary amenities.
Alex Holland was the first to arrive with three vehicles ( and two friends) ,
his yellow Messerschmitt, white BMW 700 and Mercedes 170. The Prinz was next ,
then Tony’s Isetta, which was left at the gate to leave early, then Keith with the
Lloyd. Two trees were close by and volunteered to hold up our club banner.
Greg Vains from the Mercedes club was on hand to ensure all went as
planned, and it did. There was a german food van ( Volkswurst ), and a mobile coffee
unit built into a rather nice APE ( three wheeled Scooter ) which had a never ending
queue all day. ( photo below left ). The event was opened by German’s Consul
General, Peter Silberberg who soon after joined us micros to discuss the difficulty in
finding any in both Europe and here ( and elsewhere), except at some car shows.
This year saw the re-introduction of an award for micros( below), which was
presented to the NSU Prinz. A little trivia, the German Ambassador is Dr Anna Prinz,
and the Scary Canary has attended the 3 major German Auto Fests in 2018…. John R
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A Little look at the unusual, 3 of which you won’t see today.
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Motorclassica Melbourne, 12th to 14th October
This year’s Motorclassica show had a special area to display and celebrate
Microcars. That area was the mezzanine floor which was up a set of stairs or via a
lift. The problem of getting about 15 micros up there was resolved by bringing in a
large crane, which lifted the micros into their places.
Comment from one of the two MCSC member ‘displayers’, Bill Sandeman…….
…….”Just a bit of a summary to say that the micro-cars were well received at
MotorClassica - they had so many people smiling and saying "I've never seen one of
these before". ( well now they have ...ed )

There were a good range of cars entered including….
Heinkel Kabine
Messerschmitt KR200
BMW Isetta 300
Goggomobile Dart
Peel P50
Steyr Puch Halflinger (4x4)
ACMA Vespa 400 (Series 1)
Mazda R 380 Coupe
Lightburn Zeta Runabout
Lightburn Zeta Utility
Lightburn Zeta Sports

(1)
(2)
(3)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)

Alvin Chua’s 1957 Isetta 300 was awarded best Micro Car ( seen above )
Below is Mark and Michelle Jansen’s
Goggo Dart winner best open vehicle.
Right is Tony Nassar’s Isetta which
was awarded best enclosed vehicle.
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Motorclassica Crane lift at the Exhibition Building

Above, John Brooksmith’s Messerschmitt ( 2nd place Best Micro), being
picked up and left, his Heinkel being put down on the mezzanine floor, and
below, Bill Sandeman’s Mazda R360 ( Emma), swinging in the breeze.

Zeta Sports and Zeta Runabout from
the Australian national museum S.A

KR200 of John Brooksmith
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Bill Sandeman with ‘Emma’ Mazda R360

ACMA Vespa 400

Centre left two Messerschmitts
Above Lambretta 150 Motor
Scooter trike

Left, Jeremy Clarkson eat your
heart out , The Jansen’s Peel P50
was too frightened to travel in the
Crane so it took the lift up !
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‘Microcar and Scooter Club Inc’ No 987 6195.
ISSN 2206 8880 Web site, www.microcarandscooterclub.org
Correspondence C/o MCSC. Post Office Box 42, Berowra, NSW, 2081.
President:
Scooter President
Secretary:
Treasurer & M’ship
Magazine Editor:

John Renshaw, ph 02 9484 8666, <pop.nan@optusnet.com.au>
Andy Jackson, <ozlambretta@gmail.com> ph 0406 752 533
Douglas Kennedy, ph 02 9456 0341, <douglaskennedy@internode.on.net>
Allen Wall, 02 9708 0347 or 0417 267 173, <alscooters@bigpond.com>
John Renshaw, (proof reader Graham Sims )

Webmaster:

Andy Jackson …. see above

Magazine Support:
all MCSC members
Mag prodn/distn
John Renshaw & Allen Wall……. See above
Events registrar
: Niko Satria with a request for input from all members
Events facilitator:
Vic Fenech, Niko Satria, along with committee and member collaboration.
Research officer:
Douglas Kennedy, contact as above.
Spare parts adviser:
Fred Diwell, 02 4565 0219, e-mail microcarscooter@skymesh.com.au>
Club plate register
& inspector:
Keith Wall, and movement day book Ph 02 9790 3803 or 02 9708 0347
CMC delegates:
Allen Wall, Peter Luks, Vic Fenech, and Andy Jackson
Public officer:
Allen Wall.
The objectives of membership are for the preservation, restoration and promotion of Microcars and
Scooters, all kept to as original condition as practical. Monthly meetings take place at the Arena
Sports Club ( was the Greyhound Club), Boardman Ave, Yagoona, on the third Friday of each month
starting at 8.00 p.m. We hold rallies and social events on a regular basis for members and associate
with similar clubs here and overseas. Localised personal information and advice can be acquired from
our state delegates or web site:








Victoria: Paul Lucas at Mornington, 03 5975 7203.
Queensland: Terry White at Kelvin Grove 07 3356 5828.
Tasmania: John Barrass at Newstead 03 6333 0544.
Western Australia Zig Pasnicki 08 9397 6315.
South Australia: Ian Wilson at Clearview 08 8262 3033.
Queensland Ruth Farrar (BMW specialist) 0438 883 201.
Other independent associated registers and clubs that promote the same ideals are: British two stroke
club in Victoria, Goggomobil register in NSW, Microcar Club of New Zealand, Siva in Perth WA,
Velosolex Oz group in Vic, and Southwest Brisbane motoring club inc.
The club magazine is published four times a year around the beginning of March, June, September,
and December. Items for inclusion should be submitted to the editor by the 10th of the month prior to
publication; receiving information early gives us a better chance of getting the magazine out on time.
Rates for half or full page advertisements are available at very modest cost.
Membership joining and renewals can be made by direct debit to Bendigo Bank BSB 633000. East
Gosford, to MCSC Inc A/c 122802259. Make sure you put your name in the comments section so we
know who it’s from.
During compilation of this publication the MCSC editor believed all reports and information true and correct. However the editor
makes no representations, either expressed or implied as to the accuracy of information and data contained herein, and accepts no
liability for any use of the information and data or reliance placed upon it.
In other words if we got something wrong we are sorry and let us know. This particularly applies to phone numbers, dates,
technical details and name spelling. We do try our best! All rights reserved © 2018 MCSC.
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